SCHEDULED TIMES FOR PURCHASING A CHEM 201 OR CHEM 202 TEXT

NOTE 1: Each text is $22. Sales are CASH only. No checks, no plastic, etc.

NOTE 2: You do not need to have the exact $22; change is available.

NOTE 3: Be sure to check the " Corrections to errors" web link for corrections for both the Chem 201 and the Chem 202 texts. This list is updated if new errors of significance are found.

There are no fixed times currently scheduled but plenty of texts are available for purchase.

To get a text, stop by Dr. Noble's office, CB 348 (or check his lab, CB 346). BEST TIMES ARE MONDAYS THROUGH THURSDAYS, IN THE 9:00 - 11:30 RANGE. You can show up in that range or email for a specific time. If that timeframe doesn't work for you, email Dr. Noble.